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	繁體中文 (Chinese (Traditional))
	日本語 (Japanese)
	Español (Spanish)
	Português (Portuguese (Brazil))
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          Your positive change partner 
            
          
        

        
          For brands that want to do better
        
 
      

    
    

  



      
    
    
    

      
      
                              
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                          
      


      
      
      
        World-class marketing execution
                
                Providing the link between our clients and their customers, supply chains & future ambitions.
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              Point of Sale
          
                    
              Print
          
                    
              Gifting
          
                    
              Consumables
          
                    
              Hotel Supplies
          
                    
              Technology
          
                
        

              
                
          Branded merchandise has proven itself to be an effective way for any business to grow their brand. But it’s got to be executed correctly.

Success of branded merchandise today depends on design and production. It needs to be ethically sourced and made with a design quality that best represents your brand. We can help you produce merchandise that’s designed to make a lasting, and positive, impact.


                      Discover more
                  

                
          Creating point of sale solutions that speak to your customers is a crucial strategy when marketing your business. Great POS can generate a natural uplift in sales without being invasive.

Whether it’s a simple promotional stand or an interactive digital display, point of sale serves to be both functional and eye-catching. You’re ensuring customers don’t go home empty handed.
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          Print’s ability to connect with recipients in a deep and meaningful way ensures it lives on even in the digital age.

Its tangible quality builds trust and recall for any brand. It gives consumers something they can touch and feel. Enjoy the benefit of print while minimising your impact on the environment with Link’s sustainable approach.
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          Digital or physical, gifts with purchase can be a valuable element of your consumer marketing strategy. We create innovative gifting solutions for the world’s biggest brands.

High quality, creative gifting ideas cultivate a sense of appreciation and can motivate customers to buy more. We ensure gifts align with target audience interests to provide real value and set your brand apart in crowded retail environments.
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          From coffee cups to uniforms, packaging to disposable cutlery, our teams on driving efficiency improvements in the procurement of consumables.

Link provides the expertise, industry knowledge and supply chain management skills to help clients evaluate and manage their consumables vendor base. Our systematic approach and smart tech tools can unlock powerful opportunities for improvement and efficiency savings.
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          Ensuring a consistent guest experience worldwide is important for any multi-site hospitality chain. It’s what customer loyalty is made of.

Source everything from a single procurement specialist, while enjoying economies of scale. Link engages directly with local and global manufacturers to help leverage spend efficiently across multiple markets.
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          Designed to simplify complex procurement processes and reduce costs, procurement technology has become a must-have for businesses today. Link’s suite of tech helps you manage your campaigns efficiently and sustainably.

Data-driven tech provides the platform to create better campaigns in every category, from spend to sustainability. Our tools work from a circular learning model – from design to measurement & learning – driving intelligence into every part of the process.
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        We’re dedicated to providing world-class outsourced procurement that’s good for people, the planet and the bottom line.
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          Your brand.
Their hands.
        
        

        
                                    
                                                
                                                
                              

      

    


        
      
        
          Your brand.
Their hands.
        
          Heineken tasks Link to drive sustainability into its value chain to help it achieve ESG targets – resulting in improved quality, impact & longevity. Heineken targets a fully carbon neutral value chain by 2040 and Link is their chosen partner to help make this aspiration a reality.

Read more >


                   

                
        

      

    

        
      
        
          Your brand.
Their hands.
        
          Since 2017, Link has deepened its relationship with Mars to become its exclusive global partner for Premia Materials. As the food manufacturer eyes a more sustainable future, Link is Mars’ only sourcing partner trusted to deliver their ground-breaking Advance Supplier Programme.

Read more >


                   

                
        

      

    

        
      
        
          Your brand.
Their hands.
        
          Coca-Cola Hellenic Bottling Company and Link joined forces to create one of the largest marketing services contracts in the outsourcing industry. Link services 23 markets over three continents worldwide, providing marketing products & services across a wide range of spend categories.

Read more >
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	Join our team
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      Asian Sourcing Link Limited trading as Link. Head office: 26 Floor, 88 Hing Fat Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.Registered Number: BR no. 35315870. Founded: 28 January, 2005. Registered in Hong Kong.

    


  









    


  
